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Abstract

In this paper, we describe the features of the funda

mental frequency (F0) contour of Korean read speech, and 

propose a new stylization method to characterize the F0 

pattern of segments. Our algorithm consists of three styl

ization processes: the segment level, the syllable level, and 

the word level. For stylization of F0 contour in the seg

ment level, we applied least square (LS) error mimmization 

method to determine F© values at initial, medial, and final 

position, in a segment. In the syllable level, we stylized the 

F。pattern of a syllable using the mean F© values of LS 

modeled segments in a syllable. Finally, we determine the 

stylized F0 pattern of word with the mean F0 values of 

syllables in a word. With the mean F0 value of each word 

and style information for each word, syllable and segment, 

we reconstruct F0 contour of sentences. The simulation re

sults show that the error is less than 10% of the actual F0 

contour for each sentence. In perception test, there is little 

difference between the synthesized speech with the original 

F0 contour and the synthesized speech with the stylized 

F0 contour.

1 Introduction

Intonation pattern in speech has attracted attention 

from a number of points of view. Many researchers have 

devoted efforts in characterizing what different intonation 

patterns exist, what sorts of meaning are conveyed by these 

patterns, and how the temporal relation between F0 con

tour and the speech segments is governed by stress and 

syntax. According to these works, intonation, plays an im

portant role in the intelligibility and naturalness of speech 

[4]. And an adequate intonation synthesis program is an 

important prerequisite to any speech. synthesizer with prac

tical applicability for extended synthetic speech [5] [6].

Recently, many researches have been working in intona

tion modeling based on stylization method to yield natural 

synthetic speech [1]⑵[3]. Most stylization methods use 

the pitch values simply chosen at initial, medial (or max

imum) and final position of each segment [3]. Hence, it 

is not considered as a good model of the segmental into

nation contour. Therefore, we propose a new modeling 

method using least-square error. This paper is organized 

as follows: Section 2 describes the prosodic database and 

some features of 网 pattern in Korean. Section 3 explains 

the stylization model and the analysis method. Section 4 

shows simulation results, and section 5 remarks conclusion.

2 Features in pitch variation

The speech material for present study consists of 

recordings produced by reading individual sentences of 

written text in isolation. The written text is composed 

of 16 sentences, 99 words, 212 syllables, and 630 segments 

and read by a female announcer. The recorded material 

was digitized at 16 KHz with 16 bit precision. The fun

damental frequencies were extracted by ESPS S/W, while 

the markers for segments were labeled manually. Figure 1 

shows the distribution of pitch deviation from each mean 

F0 of segments.
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Figure 1: Distribution of pitch deviation in segment

The distribution of deviation is almost symmetric, and 

has high density around its mean. Table 1 presents cumu

lative distribution for |;以 一 히 < k in segments where z； is 

the pitch value and x is the mean of each segment.

Table 1: Cumulative distribution(CD) for 函—i| < fc in 

segments

I k II 1 I 3 I 7 I 10 I 14 I 19 I 26 I 50 I 

I CD(%) II 28.3 I 48.5 | 70.6 | 80. | 86.8 | 91.4 | 95.2 | 100 |

The Cumulative distribution for segment shows that 

pitch in a segment varies in a limited range (k=50). Also, 

we calculated mean absolute devi&tion(MAD:* £終]— 

찌) for the segmental pitch contour and the result was 7.68 

Hz. We can see that more than 90% of pitch variation is 

covered with k equal to 3*MAD. From the above results, 

we used MAD as a quantization step size in the stylization 

of pitch patterns.

Table 2 presents cumulative distribution for — 히 W & 

in segments where Xi is the pitch value and x is the mean 

of each syllable.

Table 2: Cumulative distribution(CD) for \x^ — < jfc in

syllables

I一~厂 II i I 3「7 I ]0 I 14 I 19 I 24 "9 I

From Table 2, we can see that the pitch variance of sylla

bles is higher than that of segments and this phenomenon 

is natural because a syllable consists of more than 1 seg

ments. MAD for.syllables is 10.1 Hz. The pitch variance 

for words is much higher than that of segments and MAD 

is 12.1 Hz.

3 Analysis and stylization of pitch 
pattern

3.1 Stylization in segmental level

To determine the style of segmental F0 pattern, F0 values 

simply chosen at three positions wer슨 coded in conventional 

methods. But, the estimate of pitch for speech signal usu

ally has fluctuation on pitch contour due to estimation error 

or unstable vibration of vocal folds. Hence it is important 

to minimize these effects in the stylization of pitch pattern. 

To minimize these defects, we employed least square error 

minimization method to estimate the F© values at three 

positions. First, the segmental pitch contour is piecewise 

linearly approximated by two straight lines, as shown in 

Figure 2.

Then, the sum of squared error between the original 

pitch contour and the linearly approximated pattern is 

0 n2
E= £ (力~ 祀为—b)? + g(yj 一 a：”*-b)% (1)

i=—nl j=l

By setting the derivatives of E with respect to ai, a21 and

b to zero,

9E _ 

dai

0
-£(3/i - a-iXi - b)xi = 0 

i—-nl

(2)

9E 

da2 ~

n2
—£(为—a2xj — - 0

7=1

(3)

dE

~db =

0
-£ (%- - b)

i——nl

n2
_ £(巧-a^xj _ b) = 0. (4)

Solving the polynomial equations (2), (3),(4), we calculate 

new pitch values and the mean F。of the segment. Also, the 

position of peak or valley can be estimated if we find min

imum of LS errors by varying ni and n2. So this method 

can automatically detect pitch movement timing in a seg

ment. Finally, new pitch values chosen at —九1,0, and n2 

are coded by symbols as shown in Figure 3.
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mean F0

Figure 3: Interval distribution

Therefore, each segment can be stylized with 3 codes, 

e.g.)333,630.

3.2 Stylization in sylla니e level

In this stage, the stylization of syllabic pitch pattern is car

ried out using the mean values of segments which compose 

a syllable. Using the mean values of segments, we reduced 

the dynamic range of F0 variation in a syllable. Korean 

syllables consist of V, CV, VC, CVC and each syllable is 

stylized when it is composed of more than two voiced seg

ments. Firstly, we estimate mean F0 in a syllable, and 

then two or three mean F0 of segments are coded like in 

the previous stage 1.

3.3 Stylization in word level

Fortunately, since Korean words have no pitch accent, we 

can simplify the word F0 pattern like the segmental F0 

contour. In this stage, the stylization of word pitch pattern 

is carried out using the mean values of syllables obtained 

in stage 2. The word pitch pattern is stylized when it is 

composed of more than two syllables. We find mean F0 

of a word and code mean F0 of initial, mid뵈% and ftnal 

syllable like syllabic stylization.

3.4 Reconstruction of F0 contour

At this time, we have mean F0 of each word and the style 

information for each word, syllable and segment. The re

construction of F0 contour starts from the computing the 

mean F0 value for each syllable using the style, mean F0 of 

a word. Then, we can find mean F0 of each segment by the 

same process. Finally, we reconstruct segmental FQ con

tour using the style, mean F애 and the duration information 

of each segment.

4 Simulation results

We performed three experiments. First, we experi

mented the robustness of our algorithm to the noisy pitch 

contour of a segment shown in Figure 4. Conventional styl

ization method with F0 values simply chosen at three posi

tions resulted in 15.5Hz for MAD, but our algorithm using 

LS m은thod yields 3.9Hz for MAD. This means our algo

rithm is robust to noisy pitch contour and makes reliable 

results.

Figure 4: Comparison between original, smoothed, conven

tionally stylized, and LS stylised

Secondly, we found a number of stylized patterns in seg> 

meat, syllable, and word. The possible number of stylized 

pattern is 347 when 7 level quantizer used. Practically, 

。과y 84 for segment, 19 for syllable, 53 for word were found 

in the speech material.

Table 3: Dominant style in segmental pitch pattern and its 

frequency of occurrence

style freq. style freq. style freq. style freq.

333 110 342 22 243 12 620 8

432 41 531 20 233 11 431 8

433 38 441 16 324 10 144 8

234 28 630 15 621 10 343 8

334 25 640 14 424 8 450 8

532 24 622 12 522 8 332 7

Table 3 shows the dominant pitch pattern of segment 

and its frequency of occurrence. The portion of steady 

state style (333) is about 17%, and 41% is the portion of 

the style which has 3 in the mid비e position and 2, 3 or 

4 in the first, or the third, position. There exists 6.3%
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occurrence of abrupt pitch fall like 036, while abrupt pitch 

rise is 17% of occurrence.

Tible 4 and nble 5 show the dominant pitch, pattern 

and its frequency of occurrence in syllable and word each, 

respectively.

T&ble 4: Dominant style in syllabic pitch pattern and its 

frequency of occurrence

Table 5: Dominant style in word pitch pattern and its fre

quency of occurrence

style freq. style freq. style freq. style freq.

33 62 60 20 360 3 433 2

42 55 51 10 560 3 460 2

24 21 342 3 333 2

We compared the reconstructed F0 pattern with the 

originaj contour. It is shown in Figure 5. F0 patterns 

were calculated by two linear functions between segment 

boundaries. MAD between the original contour and the 

reconstructed F$ pattern was 6.24Hz. As a results, the 

reconstructed FQ) pattern appling LS method traces the 

original F0 contour very well. 

addition, we could stylize pitch pattern of segment, sylla

ble, and word with limited set which can reconstruct pitch 

contour with the error less than 10% of the actual F0 con

tour for each sentence. In perception test, there was little

F© contour and the synthesized speech with the stylized

F© contour.
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Figure 5: (a) Original intonation (b) Reconstructed into

nation, in test sentence.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the features of the funda- 

mental frequency (F0) contour of Korean read speech, and 

proposed a new stylization method to characterize the F0 

pattern of segments. It was shown that our algorithm is 

robust to noisy pitch contour and makes reliable results. In
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